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Venerable of Cluny. The greatest and most prolific of them
all was Adam of St. Victor, who employed various rhythms ;
a favourite one with him and others, which has many variants,
can be seen in a hymn on the Nativity:
Nato nobis Salvatore
Celebremus cum honore
Diem natalicium.
Nobis natus, nobis datur
Et nobiscum conversatur
Lux et salus gentium.
Finally, the most remarkable religious poem of the period
was the De Contemptu Mundi of Bernard of Cluny, written
in rhyming dactylic hexameters, each line having an internal
rhyme as well. In spite of its artificial structure, the author
has managed to create a stirring and most impressive effect,
and he maintains his effort for nearly three thousand lines.
The opening couplet is well-known:
Hora novissima, tempora pessima sunt, vigilemus.
Ecce minaciter, imminet arbiter ille supremus.
And though not itself a hymn, it has been the source of
several.1
Goliardic	There was, besides, another group of versifiers, who used
poetry much the same rhythms as the hymn-writers ; they, too,
were ecclesiastics, and they show even more clearly their debt
to popular folk-songs. Otherwise they were quite dissimilar;
they were not concerned with edification or with expressing
spiritual emotion, but with giving vent to their enjoyment of
life and with carnal emotions. This was a fraternity of
wandering clerks, students and such like, who proclaimed
themselves as followers of Golias,2 and were consequently
called Goliards. Current among them, and composed by
some of their number, were various drinking songs and love-
songs, songs in ridicule of the official hierarchy, and even
songs that parodied the religious hymns or the offices of the
Church. Many of these songs have a catching refrain and a
1 Four English hymns, in J. M. Neale's translation, have been carved
out of it: " The world is very evil," " Brief life is here our portion," '* For
thee O dear, dear country," " Jerusalem the golden."
4 It seems likely that by Golias they meant Goliath, whom they must,
like their contemporaries, have identified with the devil or anti-Christ.

